impression – smaller, lighter, faster, brighter

Since its introduction, the impression has taken the world by storm and set a standard for LED wash lighting. Innovation rules in the future.

Smaller - with no base unit and coupled with its sleek design, the impression can be placed anywhere without being intrusive. Its small size also means getting more fixtures to smaller truck spotters, reducing costs and impact.

Lighter - a weight of just 7.5 kg / 16 lbs allows the impression to be mounted in many more places without having to sacrifice for a lower output fixtures.

Faster - solid state LED's give instant lighting changes to match with video and its compact size and weight, the impression can move at incredible speeds - 60 degrees of pan in just 2 seconds.

Brighter - 90 powerful 1W LED's ensure pure bright light in every version - XQI or white - with output levels exceeding that of 150W discharge fixtures.

As you would expect from GLP, quality is carried through the future at every stage. We put a lot of time and effort into ensuring that the quality of light in every impression is optimal in every unit, now and over time. Even color mixing, a soft edged beam, smooth dimming and precise accurate positioning are just some of the attributes that have set the impression apart from any competitors and earned it a live Design Award. We also ensure quality over time through selecting from a very narrow tolerance of LED's, so whether adding more fixtures to your stock or bringing in additional ones on a temporary basis, you are sure to have the same level of color and quality.

All units come as standard with 10 degree fixed beam optics, but both 20 degree and 40 degree lenses are available, along with other accessories such as honeycombs and protection domes for outdoor use. All versions are available at factory prices, and future.

PROCESS SUPPLIES
Prespray solution available, tinting available.
Dye-sprays solution available.

OPTICAL SYSTEMS
High efficient collimator lens
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